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	Python: Visual QuickStart Guide, 9780201748840 (0201748843), Peachpit Press, 2001


	Named after the Monty Python comedy troupe, Python is an interpreted, open-source, object-oriented programming language. It's also free and runs portably on Windows, Mac OS, Unix, and other operating systems. Python can be used for all manner of programming tasks, from CGI scripts to full-fledged applications. It is gaining popularity among programmers in part because it is easier to read (and hence, debug) than most other programming languages, and it's generally simpler to install, learn, and use. Its line structure forces consistent indentation. Its syntax and semantics make it suitable for simple scripts and large programs. Its flexible data structures and dynamic typing allow you to get a lot done in a few lines. To learn it, you'll need is some basic programming experience and a copy of Python: Visual QuickStart Guide


	In patented Visual QuickStart Guide fashion, the book doesn't just tell you how to use Python to develop applications, it shows you, breaking Python into easy-to-digest, step-by-step tasks and providing example code. Python: Visual QuickStart Guide emphasizes the core language and libraries, which are the building blocks for programs. Author Chris Fehily starts with the basics - expressions, statements, numbers, strings - then moves on to lists, dictionaries, functions, and modules before wrapping things up with straightforward discussions of exceptions and classes. Some additional topics covered include:

	
		
			Object-oriented programming

	
	
		
			Working in multiple operating systems

	
	
		
			Structuring large programs

	
	
		
			Comparing Python to C, Perl, and Java

	
	
		
			Handling errors gracefully.
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Embedded Systems (World Class Designs)Newnes, 2007
"Novice developers will find this book to be invaluable. But more experienced developers will enjoy the breadth and probably pick up a few tricks or insights in less familiar areas." - William Wong, Electronic Design, June 2008     

       All the design and development inspiration and direction an embedded engineer...

		

Internet Crimes, Torts and Scams: Investigation and RemediesOxford University Press, 2010

	Internet Crimes, Torts and Scams: Investigation and Remedies helps attorneys understand the increasing range of illegal and malicious internet activity and a similarly expanding number of response or enforcement options. Reflecting a "real-world" dynamic, the book is problem-oriented and cuts across many practice areas including...


		

Secrets Stolen, Fortunes Lost: Preventing Intellectual Property Theft and Economic Espionage in the 21st CenturySyngress Publishing, 2008
The threats of economic espionage and intellectual property (IP) theft are global, stealthy, insidious, and increasingly common. According to the U.S. Commerce Department, IP theft is estimated to top $250 billion annually and also costs the United States approximately 750,000 jobs. The International Chamber of Commerce puts the global fiscal loss...




	

Inside the Minds: the Art & Science of Health Care Law: Leading LawyersAspatore Books, 2004
This is an authoritative, insider's perspective on the laws which govern health care, the essential capabilities of the successful practitioner, and the future of this legal discipline, on a global scale.

Inside the Minds: The Art & Science of Health Care Law is an authoritative, insider's perspective on the laws which...

		

JavaScript for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Now with more about JavaScript for Internet Explorer
Here's the secret to building dynamic Web pages that get your visitors involved     

Want the script for cool Web pages? With this handy guide by your side, it's easy to follow! Completely revised, this edition gives you all the JavaScript basics as well as step-by-step instructions...


		

Manage IT as a Business : How to Achieve Alignment and Add Value to the CompanyButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Many IT projects fail to deliver the benefits to the business that they promised. This is despite the fact that IT managers and staff work hard to meet the needs of the business by putting systems into place and ensuring that network operations are reliable and stable.  The cause of this problem is almost always a misalignment of IT within the...
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